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Abstract
Nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, short pulse equation and complex short pulse equation have impor-
tant application in nonlinear optics. They can be derived from the Maxwell equation. In this paper,
we investigate a coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation. The bright-bright, bright-
dark and dark-dark soliton solutions of the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation
are given. Then the breathers are derived from the dark soliton solution. The rogue wave solutions
are also constructed. The dynamics and the asymptotic behavior of the soliton solutions are analyzed,
which reveals that there exist the elastic or inelastic collision in bright-bright soliton solution. But the
interactions of bright-dark and dark-dark soliton solutions are both elastic.
Keywords: coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation, multisoliton, breather, rogue
wave.
1 Introduction
As is well known, nonlinear Schro¨dinger(NLS) equation and the coupled NLS equation play an important
role in nonlinear optics, plasma physics, water waves, and Bose-Einstein condensates [1–7]. However, in optical
fibers, the NLS equation becomes less accurate to describe the propagation of ultra-short pulses because the
width of optical pulse is in the order of femtosecond(10−15s) [8]. Scha¨fer and Wayne derived the short pulse
(SP) equation [9]
uxt = u+
1
6
(u3)xx, (1)
which can describe the propagation of ultra-short optical pulses in nonlinear media. The short pulse equation is
completely integrable [10, 11]. Connection between the short pulse equation and the sine-Gordon equation has
been given by a hodograph transformation [12, 13]. Multi-soliton, multi-breather and rogue wave solutions for
Eq.(1) have been constructed [14–16]. The geometric interpretation and integrable discretization of Eq.(1) have
also been studied [17–19]. It has been revealed that there are great advantages of dealing with the complex short
pulse(CSP) equation and complex multi-component short pulse equations which can more appropriately describe
the propagation of optical pulse along the optical fibers [20–22]. The complex short pulse equation [20,22] is
qxt + q +
1
2
σ(|q|2qx)x = 0, (2)
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where σ = ±1 represents focusing- and defocusing-type. Its two-component form
q1,xt + q1 +
1
2
((|q1|2 + |q2|2)q1,x)x = 0, (3)
q2,xt + q2 +
1
2
((|q1|2 + |q2|2)q2,x)x = 0,
is first proposed by Feng [20]. It can be derived from the Maxwell equation [20]. The multi-bright-soliton,
multi-breather and higher-order rogue wave solution of Eq.(2) for focusing case is derived in [20]. Meanwhile,
the multi-dark-soliton of Eq.(2) for defocusing case is studied in [22]. For the two-component focusing-focusing
case(3), the bright-bright and bright-dark soliton solutions are obtained [20,23]. To the best of our knowledge,
the focusing-defocusing case for the coupled complex short pulse equation has not been studied. In this paper,
we investigate the following coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation:
q1,xt + q1 +
1
2
((σ1|q1|2 + σ2|q2|2)q1,x)x = 0, (4)
q2,xt + q2 +
1
2
((σ1|q1|2 + σ2|q2|2)q2,x)x = 0,
where σ1 = −σ2 = 1. The coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation was introduced by
Feng [24]. Starting from the Lax pair of the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation, we
will construct its soliton solutions, including the bright-bright soliton, bright-dark soliton, dark-dark soliton,
breather and rogue wave solutions. The asymptotic behaviors of two soliton solutions are studied. It will be
shown that the coupled bright-bright soliton solution undergo fascinating interactions with redistribution of
energy. We construct bright-dark soliton solution and dark-dark soliton solution. This means the bright-bright
soliton and dark-dark soliton are supported simultaneously for the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short
pulse equation. The collision of the two solitons are completely elastic behaviors. Furthermore, the breather
solution is constructed and the rogue wave soliton solution is derived by resorting to the Taylor series expansion
coefficients of the breather solutions.
2 Lax pairs and N-bright soliton solutions for the coupled focusing-
defocusing complex short pulse equation
2.1 Lax pairs and bilinear form of Eq.(4)
The Lax pair for the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation (4) is
Ψx = UΨ, Ψt = VΨ, (5)
with
U = λ
(
I2 Qx
Rx −I2
)
, V =
( −λ2QR− 14λI2 −λ2QRQx + 12Q
−λ2RQRx − 12R λ2QR+ 14λI2
)
,
where I2 is a 2× 2 identity matrix, Q, R are 2× 2 matrices defined as
Q =
 q1 q2q∗2 q∗1
 , R =
 q∗1 −q2−q∗2 q1
 .
Notice that
QR = RQ = (|q1|2 − |q2|2)I2, (6)
2
one can check that the compatibility condition Ut−Vx+[U, V ] = 0 for (5) gives the coupled focusing-defocusing
complex short pulse equation
q1,xt + q1 +
1
2
((|q1|2 − |q2|2)q1,x)x = 0, (7)
q2,xt + q2 +
1
2
((|q1|2 − |q2|2)q2,x)x = 0.
The coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation can be bilinearized as
DsDyg · f = gf,
DsDyh · f = hf, (8)
D2sf · f =
1
2
(|g|2 − |h|2),
by dependent variable transformation
q1 =
g
f
, q2 =
h
f
, (9)
and the hodograph transformation
x = y − 2(ln f)s, t = −s, (10)
where
Dms D
n
y f.g = (∂s − ∂s′ )m(∂y − ∂y′ )nf(y, s).g(y
′
, s
′
)|s′=s,y′=y.
Proof : Dividing both sides by f2 converts the bilinear equation(8) to
(
g
f
)sy + 2
g
f
(lnf)sy =
g
f
, (11)
(
h
f
)sy + 2
h
f
(lnf)sy =
h
f
, (12)
(lnf)ss =
1
4
(|g|2 − |h|2)
f2
. (13)
From the dependent variable transformation and hodograph transformation, we have
∂x
∂s
= −2(lnf)ss = −1
2
(|q1|2 − |q2|2), ∂x
∂y
= 1− 2(lnf)sy, (14)
which implies
∂y = ρ
−1∂x ∂s = −∂t − 1
2
(|q1|2 − |q2|2)∂x, (15)
where 1− 2(lnf)sy = ρ−1. The Eqs.(11) and (12) give
∂x(−∂t − 1
2
(|q1|2 − |q2|2)∂x)q1 = q1, (16)
∂x(−∂t − 1
2
(|q1|2 − |q2|2)∂x)q2 = q2.
2.2 N-bright soliton solution
N-soliton solution to the Eq.(7) can be expressed by the following pfaffians:
f = (−1)NPf(a1, . . . , a2N , b1, . . . , b2N ), (17)
g = (−1)NPf(d0, γ1, a1, . . . , a2N , b1, . . . , b2N ),
h = (−1)NPf(d0, γ2, a1, . . . , a2N , b1, . . . , b2N ).
3
The elements of the pfaffians are determined as
Pf(aj , ak) =
pj − pk
pj + pk
eηj+ηk , Pf(aj , bk) = δj,k (18)
Pf(bj , bk) =
1
4
αjαk − βjβk
p−2j − p−2k
δµ+1,ν , Pf(dl, ak) = p
l
ke
ηk
Pf(bj , γ1) = αjδµ,i, Pf(bj , γ2) = βjδµ,i,
Pf(d0, bj) = Pf(d0, γ1) = Pf(d0, ρi) = Pf(aj , γ2) = Pf(aj , γi) = 0.
Here we need to define two sets: Bµ(µ = 1, 2) : B1 = {b1, b2, · · · , bN}, B2 = {bN+1, bN+2, · · · , b2N} and an
index function of bj by index(bj) = µ if bj ∈ Bµ. µ =index(bj), ν =index(bk), ηj = pjy + p−1j s + ηj,0, which
satisfy pj+N = p¯j , αj+N = α¯j , βj+N = β¯j , where p¯j , α¯j and β¯j represent the complex conjugates of pj αj and βj .
The proof of the N-soliton solution is similar to the ones of the coupled focusing-focusing complex short
pulse equation with γj substituting βj(j = 1, 2) in appendix (A.9) [23] except the following formula
1
2
(g1g
∗
1 − g2g∗2) =
1
2
2N∑
i,j
(−1)i+jPf(bi, γ1)Pf(d0, · · · , bˆi, · · · )× Pf(bj , γ∗1)Pf(d0, · · · , bˆj , · · · )
− 1
2
2N∑
i,j
(−1)i+jPf(bi, γ2)Pf(d0, · · · , bˆi, · · · )× Pf(bj , γ∗2)Pf(d0, · · · , bˆj , · · · )
=
1
4
2N∑
i,j
(−1)i+jαiα∗j × Pf(d0, · · · , bˆi, · · · )Pf(d0, · · · , bˆj , · · · )
−1
4
2N∑
i,j
(−1)i+jβiβ∗j × Pf(d0, · · · , bˆi, · · · )Pf(d0, · · · , bˆj , · · · )
=
1
4
2N∑
i,j
(−1)i+j(αiα∗j − βiβ∗j )× Pf(d0, · · · , bˆi, · · · )Pf(d0, · · · , bˆj , · · · )
=
1
2
2N∑
i,j
(−1)i+j(p−2i − p−2j )× Pf(bi, bj)Pf(d0, · · · , bˆi, · · · )Pf(d0, · · · , bˆj , · · · ).
We can see that q1 =
g
f , q2 =
h
f is the N-bright soliton solutions to the Eq.(7) under the hodograph transfor-
mation (10), where f, g, h are described by Eq.(17).
2.2.2 One soliton solution
Based on (17), one-soliton solution q1 =
g
f , q2 =
h
f is given by
f = 1 +
1
4
(|α1|2 − |β1|2)|p1|4
(p1 + p∗1)2
eη1+η
∗
1 , (19)
g = α1e
η1 , h = β1e
η1 . (20)
In order to obtain the bright soliton, the condition |α1| > |β1| needs to be satisfied. Let p1 = p1R + ip1I and
4
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1: One bright soliton to the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation: (a)-(c) profiles with solid
line |q| and dashed line Re(q) at t = 0. (a) smooth soliton with p1 = 0.8 + 1.3i, α1 = 1 + 2i, β1 = 1 − i, (b) cuspon
soliton with p1 = 1 + i, α1 = 2− 3i, β1 = 1 + 1.4i, (c) loop soliton with p1 = 2− i, α1 = 1 + 1.7i, β1 = 1− 1.5i.
assume p1R > 0 then the one-soliton solution is(
q1
q2
)
=
(
A1
A2
)
2p1R
|p1|2 e
iη1Isech(η1R + η10), (21)
x = y − 2 p1R|p1|2 (1 + tanh(η1R + η10)), t = −s,
where
η1R = p1Ry +
p1R
|p1|2 s+ η1,0R, η1I = p1Iy −
p1I
|p1|2 s+ η1,0I,
A1 =
α1√|α1|2 − |β1|2 , A2 = β1√|α1|2 − |β1|2 , η10 = ln
√|α1|2 − |β1|2|p1|2
4|p1R| . (22)
Eq. (21) is an envelope bright soliton with the amplitude 2|Aj |p1R/|p1|2 (j = 1, 2), velocity − 1|p1|2 and phase
η10. Let us analyze the property for the one-soliton solution. Notice that
∂x
∂y
= 1− 2p
2
1R
|p1|2 sech
2(η1R + η10), (23)
We have ∂x∂y → 1 as y → ±∞. The term ∂x∂y attains a minimum value(p21I − p21R)/(p21I + p21R) at the peak point
of soliton wave. Since
∂|qj |
∂x =
∂|qj |
∂y /
∂x
∂y , we classify the one-soliton solution as follows:
• smooth soliton: when |p1R| < |p1I|, ∂x∂y is always positive, which leads to a smooth envelope soliton. An
example with p1 = 0.8 + 1.3i is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
• cuspon soliton: when |p1R| = |p1I|, ∂x∂y has a minimum value of zero at η1R +η10 = 0, which makes the derivative
of the envelope |qj | with respect to x going to infinity at the peak point. Thus, we have a cusponed envelope
soliton, which is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) with p1 = 1 + i.
• loop soliton: when |p1R| > |p1I|, the minimum value of ∂x∂y becomes negative and ∂x∂y has two zeros at both
sides of the peak of the envelope soliton. This leads to a loop soliton for the envelope of qj . An example is
shown in Fig. 1(c) with p1 = 0.38− 0.21i.
2.2.3 bright-bright soliton solution
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Fig. 2: (a1)-(a2) describe inelastic collision and energy exchange between two bright-bright soliton solutions to
coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation. (b1)-(b2) are contour plots.
From the N-soliton solution expression (17)-(18) of the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse
equation, we obtain two-soliton solution q1 =
g
f , q2 =
h
f , where
f = Pf(a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3, b4)
= 1 + eη1+η¯1+θ11¯ + eη1+η¯2+θ12¯ + eη2+η¯1+θ21¯ + eη2+η¯2+θ22¯ (24)
+ |P12|2|P12¯|2P11¯P22¯(B11¯B22¯ −B21¯B12¯)eη1+η2+η¯1+η¯2 ,
g = Pf(d0, γ1, a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3, b4)
= α1e
η1 + α2e
η2 + P12P11¯P21¯(α2B11¯ − α1B21¯)eη1+η2+η¯1 (25)
+ P12P12¯P22¯(α2B12¯ − α1B22¯)eη1+η2+η¯2 ,
h = Pf(d0, γ2, a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3, b4)
= β1e
η1 + β2e
η2 + P12P11¯P21¯(β2B11¯ − β1B21¯)eη1+η2+η¯1 (26)
+ P12P12¯P22¯(β2B12¯ − β1B22¯)eη1+η2+η¯2 ,
where
Pij =
pi − pj
pi + pj
, Pij¯ =
pi − p¯j
pi + p¯j
, Bij¯ =
αiα¯j − βiβ¯j
4(p−2i − p¯−2j )
, eθij¯ =
αiα¯j − βiβ¯j
4(p−1i + p¯
−1
j )
2
. (27)
Remark 1: In order to obtain bright-bright solitons, the conditions |αj | > |βj |(j = 1, 2) still need to be
satisfied. From the forward analysis, we know that the condition |pjR| < |pjI|, |pjR| = |pjI|, |pjR| > |pjI| leads to
6
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Fig. 3: (a1)-(a2) describe elastic collision in coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation. (b1)-(b2) are
contour plots.
the smooth soliton, the cuspon soliton and the loop soliton, respectively. Next, we investigate the asymptotic
behavior of the bright-bright soliton solutions (24)-(26) under the reciprocal transformation(10). We assume
p1R, p2R > 0, |p2| > |p1| without loss of generality. We discuss the following two cases: (i) when the wave-η1R
is fixed, η2R can be written as η2R =
p2R
p1R
η1R + p2R(
1
|p2|2 − 1|p1|2 )s. When t→ ±∞, η2R → ±∞ for soliton 1. (ii)
the wave-η2R is fixed, η1R can be written as η1R =
p1R
p2R
η2R + p1R(
1
|p1|2 − 1|p2|2 )s. When t → ±∞, η1R → ∓∞ for
soliton 2. This leads to the following asymptotic forms for two-soliton solution.
(i) Before collision (t→ −∞):
Soliton 1(the wave-η1R is fixed, η2R → −∞),(
q1
q2
)
→
(
α1
β1
)
eη1
1 + eη1+η
∗
1+θ11¯
(28)
=
(
A1−1
A1−2
)
2p1R
|p1|2 e
iη1I sech(η1R +
θ11¯
2
),
where (
A1−1
A1−2
)
=
(
α1
β1
)
1√|α1|2 − |β1|2 . (29)
Soliton 2(the wave-η2R is fixed, η1R → +∞),(
q1
q2
)
→
(
A2−1
A2−2
)
2p2R
|p2|2 e
iη2I sech(η2R +
θ11¯22¯ − θ11¯
2
), (30)
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(a1) (a2)
(b1) (b2)
Fig. 4: (a1)-(a2) describe inelastic collision in coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation for p1 =
1−√2i, p2 = 1 + 3i, α1 = 3, α2 = 2, β1 = 1, β2 = 0. (b1)-(b2) are contour plots.
where (
A2−1
A2−2
)
=
(
eθ
(1)
121¯
eθ
(2)
121¯
)
e−(θ11¯22¯+θ11¯−θ22¯)/2√|α2|2 − |β2|2 , (31)
with
θ
(1)
121¯
= P12P11¯P21¯(α2B11¯ − α1B21¯),
θ
(2)
121¯
= P12P11¯P21¯(β2B11¯ − β1B21¯),
θ11¯22¯ = P12P12¯P22¯(α2B12¯ − α1B22¯).
(ii) After collision (t→ +∞):
Soliton 1(the wave-η1R is fixed, η2R → +∞),(
q1
q2
)
→
(
A1+1
A1+2
)
2p1R
|p1|2 e
iη1I sech(η1R +
θ11¯22¯ − θ22¯
2
), (32)
where (
A1+1
A1+2
)
=
(
eθ
(1)
122¯
eθ
(2)
122¯
)
e−(θ11¯22¯+θ22¯−θ11¯)/2√|α1|2 − |β1|2 , (33)
with
θ
(1)
122¯
= P12P12¯P22¯(α2B12¯ − α1B22¯),
θ
(2)
122¯
= P12P12¯P22¯(β2B12¯ − β1B22¯).
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(a1) (a2)
(b1) (b2)
Fig. 5: (a1)-(a2) describe inelastic collision in coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation for p1 =
1−√2i, p2 = 1 + 3i, α1 = 3, α2 = 2, β1 = 0, β2 = 1. (b1)-(b2) are contour plots.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6: Parallel two bright-bright solitons in coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation for p1 =
3 + 4i, p2 = 2 +
√
21i, α1 = 2, α2 = 3, β1 = 1.6, β2 = 2.5.
Soliton 2:(the wave-η2R is fixed, η1R → −∞),(
q1
q2
)
→
(
A2+1
A2+2
)
2p2R
|p2|2 e
iη2I sech(η2R +
θ22¯
2
),
where (
A2+1
A2+2
)
=
(
α2
β2
)
1√|α2|2 − |β2|2 . (34)
9
Table 1: Physical quantities of bright-bright soliton S1 and soliton S2 before and after interactions.
Soliton Amplitude/depth Velocity Soliton Amplitude/depth Velocity
S1−1
2α1p1R
|p1|2
√
|α1|2−|β1|2
− 1|p1|2 S
1+
1
2p1Re
θ
(1)
122¯
−(θ11¯22¯+θ22¯−θ11¯)/2
|p1|2
√
|α1|2−|β1|2
− 1|p1|2
S1−2
2β1p1R
|p1|2
√
|α1|2−|β1|2
− 1|p1|2 S
1+
2
2p1Re
θ
(2)
122¯
−(θ11¯22¯+θ22¯−θ11¯)/2
|p1|2
√
|α1|2−|β1|2
− 1|p1|2
S2−1
2p2Re
θ
(1)
121¯
−(θ11¯22¯+θ11¯−θ22¯)/2
|p2|2
√
|α2|2−|β2|2
− 1|p2|2 S
2+
1
2α2p2R
|p2|2
√
|α2|2−|β2|2
− 1|p2|2
S2−2
2p2Re
θ
(2)
121¯
−(θ11¯22¯+θ11¯−θ22¯)/2
|p2|2
√
|α2|2−|β2|2
− 1|p2|2 S
2+
2
2β2p2R
|p2|2
√
|α2|2−|β2|2
− 1|p2|2
Similar to the analysis of the coupled focusing-focusing complex short pulse equation [20] and the cou-
pled focusing-focusing NLS equation [26–28], we introduce the transition matrix T = [T lj ] defined by A
l+
j =
T ljA
l−
j (j, l = 1, 2), and set γ1 =
α2
α1
, γ2 =
β2
β1
. Then we have
T 1j = −
P12P12¯
|P12P12¯|
1√
1− λ1λ2
(1− λ2γj) ,
T 2j =
(
P12P21¯
|P12P12¯|
)−1√
1− λ1λ2
(
1− λ1γ−1j
)−1
(j = 1, 2),
where λ1 = B21¯/B11¯, λ2 = B12¯/B22¯.
From the above analysis, we can see that there exist an exchange of energies between the two solitons
after the collision. An example is shown in Fig.2 for the parameters p1 = 1 −
√
2i, p2 = 1 + 3i, α1 =
5, α2 = 7, β1 = 1, β2 = 2. However, only for the special case α1/α2 = β1/β2 there is no energy exchange
between two components of solitons after the collision. An example is shown in Fig.3 for the parameters
p1 = 1−
√
2i, p2 = 1 + 3i, α1 = 2, α2 = 4, β1 = 1, β2 = 2.
Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the energy centralization and distribution between the two solitons q1 and q2 in the
process of collision respectively. We just change the parameters in previous two examples as β1 = 0, β2 = 1 for
Fig.4 and β1 = 1, β2 = 0 for Fig.5. When |p1| = |p2|, the parallel solitons will occur (see Fig. 6).
3 Bright-dark soliton and dark-dark soliton
3.1 bright-dark soliton solution
In order to obtain bright-dark soliton, we bilinearize the equation (7) as
DsDyf · g = f · g,
(DsDy − λ)f · h = 0, (35)
(D2s − λ)f · f =
1
2
(|g|2 − |h|2),
where λ is a constant to be determined. By the similar procedure of obtaining Eqs.(8)-(16), one can check that
the bilinear form (35) can convert to the Eq.(7) by the following hodograph transformation
x = λ(y + s)− 2(lnf)s, t = −s. (36)
10
(a1) (a2) (a3)
(b1) (b2) (b3)
Fig. 7: One bright and dark soliton solution of q1 and q2 respectively to the coupled focusing-defocusing complex
short pulse equation with parameters k = 1, τ1 = 5, a1 = 1 + 2i, b1 = 0. (a1)-(b1) smooth soliton with p1 = 1 + 2i.
(a2)-(b2) cuspon soliton with p1 = 1 + i, (a3)-(b3) loop soliton with τ1 = 1, p1 = 0.3− 0.2i.
To get the bright-dark soliton solution, we assume g = χg1, h = h0(1+χ
2h2), and f = 1+χ
2f2. Substituting
them to the bilinear equation (35) and comparing the coefficient of the same power of χ0, χ1, we get
h0 = τ1e
iψ, g1 = a1e
η1 ,
where ψ = ky − λk s, η1 = p1y + λp1 s+ b1, λ = 12 |τ1|2, and here k is an arbitrary real parameter, τ1, a1, p1, b1
are arbitrary complex parameters. Substituting the form of h0 into (35) then the bilinear equations change into
DsDyf · g = f · g, (37)
(DsDy − ikDs + iλ
k
Dy)f · h˜ = 0,
(D2s − λ)f · f =
1
2
(|g|2 − τ21 |h˜|2),
where h˜ = 1 + χ2h2. We set h2 = A11¯e
η1+η
∗
1 , f2 = B11¯e
η1+η
∗
1 , η1 = η1R + iη1I and p1 = p1R + ip1I. This yields
the bright-dark soliton solution
q1 =
a1e
η1
1 +B11¯e
η1+η∗1
=
a1
2
eiη1I−η10sech(η1R + η10),
q2 = τ1e
iψ 1 +A11¯e
η1+η
∗
1
1 +B11¯e
η1+η∗1
=
1
2
τ1e
iψ[1 + µ11¯ − (1− µ11¯) tanh(η1R + η10)], (38)
x = λ(y + s− 2 p1R|p1|2 (tanh(η1R + η10) + 1)), t = −s,
11
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Fig. 8: Intensity plots of one-soliton of the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation for different
values of the background parameter τ1 for the fixed values of k = 1, a1 = 1 +
√
2i, p1 = 1 + 2i, b1 = 0. Note that the
intensity of the bright soliton increases as the depth of the dark soliton decreases. The other parameters are chosen
as b1 = 0, τ1 = 3, 4, 5 respectively.
where
η1R = p1Ry +
λp1R
|p1|2 s+ b1R, η1I = p1Iy −
λp1I
|p1|2 s+ b1I, η10 =
1
2
lnB11¯,
B11¯ =
|a1|2|p1|4(k2 + p21)(k2 + p∗21 )
4λ(p1 + p∗1)2[λk2(k2 + p
2
1 + p
∗2
1 ) + |p1|4(λ− 2k2)]
,
µ11¯ =
(k + ip1)(k + ip
∗
1)
(k − ip1)(k − ip∗1)
, A11¯ = µ11¯B11¯.
In order to avoid singularity, we emphasize B11¯ > 0, which means
|τ1| > 2|kp1|
2
|p21 + k2|
. (39)
Notice that
∂x
∂y
= λ− 2λp
2
1R
|p1|2 sech
2(η1R + η10), (40)
we have ∂x∂y → λ as y → ±∞. Since ∂|qi|/∂x = ∂|qi|/∂y∂x/∂y , we can also classify the one-soliton solution as smooth,
cuspon and loop soliton respectively when |p1R| < |p1I|, |p1R| = |p1I| and |p1R| > |p1I|. An example is shown in
Fig. 7. The amplitude of the bright soliton is α1
2
√
B11¯
with the velocity −λp1R|P1|2 in the (y,s)-coordinate system and
12
(a) (b)
Fig. 9: Two bright-dark soliton solution to the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation with
parameters τ1 = 2, k = 1, p1 =
1
5
+ 1
4
i, p2 =
3
10
− 1
2
i, α1 = 1, α2 =
1
2
, b1 = b2 = 0.
|τ1(1−µ11¯)|/2 is amplitude of the dark soliton related to the background energy. We can observe that with the
background soliton parameter |τ1| increasing, the amplitude of the bright soliton increases simultaneously (see
Fig. 8), which is different from the coupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation [25].
Then the two bright-dark soliton solutions for Eqs.(4) is q1 =
g
f , q2 =
h
f , where
f = 1 +B11¯e
η1+η¯1 +B12¯e
η1+η¯2 +B21¯e
η2+η¯1 +B22¯e
η2+η¯2
+ |P12|2(P11¯P22¯B12¯B21¯ − P12¯P2¯1B22¯B12¯)eη1+η2+η¯1+η¯2 ,
g = a1e
η1 + a2e
η2 + P12(a1P11¯B21¯ − a2P21¯B11¯)eη1+η2+η¯1 (41)
+ P12(a1P12¯B22¯ − a2P22¯B12¯)eη1+η2+η¯2 ,
h = τ1e
i(ky−λk s)(1 +A11¯e
η1+η¯1 +A12¯e
η1+η¯2 +A21¯e
η2+η¯1 +A22¯e
η2+η¯2
+ µ11¯µ22¯|P12|2(P11¯P22¯B12¯B21¯ − P12¯P11¯B22¯B12¯)eη1+η2+η¯1+η¯2),
x = λ(y + s)− 2(lnf)s, t = −s.
where
Bjl¯ =
aja
∗
l p
2
jp
∗2
l (k
2 + p2j )(k
2 + p∗2l )
4λ(pj + p∗l )2(λk2(k2 + p
2
j + p
∗2
l ) + p
2
jp
∗2
l (λ− 2k2))
,
Ajl¯ = µjl¯Bjl¯, Pij =
pj − pl
pj + pl
, Pjl¯ =
pj − p¯l
pj + p¯l
,
µjl¯ =
(k + ipj)(k + ip
∗
l )
(k − ipj)(k − ip∗l )
, ηj = pjy +
λ
pj
s+ bj (j, l = 1, 2).
Due to |µjl¯| = 1, we assume µjl¯ = eiφjl . Next we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the two bright-dark
soliton solutions.
(i) Before collision (t→ −∞):
Soliton 1:(the wave-η1R is fixed, η2R → −∞)
q1 → S1−1 =
a1e
η1
1 + eη
∗
1+η1+θ11¯
→ a1
2
eiη1I−
θ11¯
2 sech(η1R +
θ11¯
2
), (42)
q2 → S1−2 = τ1eiψ
1 +A11¯e
η1+η
∗
1
1 +B11¯e
η1+η∗1
→ τ1
2
eiψ[(1 + eφ11¯)− (1− eφ11¯) tanh(η1R + θ11¯
2
)], (43)
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Fig. 10: Bound states of solitons for solution(41) (a1)-(b1) parameter τ1 = 7, k = 1, p1 = 12 +
√
3
2
i, p2 =
√
3
2
− 1
2
i, a1 =
a2 = 1, b1 = 0, b2 = 1, (a2)-(b2) with the same parameters as those in (a1-b1) except for b1 = 1, b2 = 3, (a3)-(b3)
with the same parameters as those in (a2-b2) except for b1 = 1, b2 = 8.
Soliton 2:(the wave-η2R is fixed, η1R → +∞)
q1 → S2−1 =
1
2
eiη2Ieθ12¯1−(θ11¯22¯+θ11¯)/2sech(η2R +
θ11¯22¯ − θ11¯
2
), (44)
q2 → S2−2 =
τ1
2
ei(ψ+φ11)[(1 + eφ22¯)− (1− eφ22¯) tanh(η2R + θ11¯22¯ − θ11¯
2
)], (45)
where
G31 = e
θ
12¯1 = P12(a1P11¯B21¯ − a2P21¯B11¯),
Ω = eθ11¯22¯ = |P12|2(P11¯P22¯B12¯B21¯ − P12¯P21¯B11¯B22¯).
(ii) After collision (t→ +∞):
Soliton 1:(the wave-η1R is fixed, η2R → +∞)
q1 → S1+1 =
1
2
eiη1Ieθ12¯2−(θ11¯22¯+θ22¯)/2sech(η1R +
θ11¯22¯ − θ22¯
2
), (46)
q2 → S1+2 =
τ1
2
ei(ψ+φ22¯)[(1 + eφ11¯)− (1− eφ11¯) tanh(η1R + θ11¯22¯ − θ22¯
2
)], (47)
where
G32 = e
θ
12¯2 = P12(α1P12¯B22¯ − α2P22¯B12¯).
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Soliton 2:(the wave-η2R is fixed, η1R → −∞)
q1 → S2+1 =
a2e
η2
1 + eη2+η2+θ22¯
→ a2
2
eiη2I−
θ22¯
2 sech(η2R +
θ22¯
2
), (48)
q2 → S2+2 = τ1eiψ
1 +A22¯e
η2+η
∗
2
1 +B22¯e
η2+η∗2
→ τ1
2
eiψ[(1 + eφ22¯)− (1− eφ22¯) tanh(η2R + θ22¯
2
)]. (49)
with
Bij¯ = e
θij¯ (i = 1, 2)
Table 2: Physical quantities of bright-dark soliton S1 and S2 before and after interactions.
Soliton Amplitude/depth Velocity Soliton Amplitude/depth Velocity
S1−1
√
a1a∗1
4B11¯
− |τ1|22|p1|2 S
1+
1
√
G32G∗32
4ΩB22¯
− |τ1|22|p1|2
S1−2 |τ1|
√
1+µ11¯
2
µ11¯−1
2 − |τ1|
2
2|p1|2 S
1+
2 |τ1|
√
1+µ11¯
2
µ11¯−1
2 − |τ1|
2
2|p1|2
S2−1
√
G32G∗32
4ΩB11¯
− |τ1|22|p2|2 S
2+
1
√
a2a∗2
4B22¯
− |τ1|22|p2|2
S2−2 |τ1|
√
1+µ22¯
2
µ22¯−1
2 − |τ1|
2
2|p2|2 S
2+
2 |τ1|
√
1+µ22¯
2
µ22¯−1
2 − |τ1|
2
2|p2|2
Through the direct calculation, we get
|a1|√
B11¯
=
|G32|√
ΩB22¯
,
|a2|√
B22¯
=
|G31|√
ΩB11¯
.
From Table 2, we can see that the velocities and amplitude of both bright and dark solitons keep unchanged
before and after collisions except a phase shift.
Remark 2: For the one soliton solution, the parameter p1 denotes the direction of the soliton and τ1, a1 give
its amplitude. The one-soliton solution is characterized by five parameters τ1, a1, b1, k, λ. τ1 is restricted
by the parameters k, p1. Now the role of parameter a1 can be realized explicitly in the amplitude (intensity)
of bright component. This is shown in Fig.(7). The dark soliton part influences the bright part through the
parameters τ1(see Fig.(8)). For the two bright-dark soliton, when |p1| = |p2|, the two solitons travel in parallel.
Due to the velocities of solitons and distance between the solitons, oblique interactions, attraction, exclusion
soliton periodically will happen [28]. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show different kinds of soliton collisions.
3.2 Dark-dark soliton solution
In order to get dark-dark soliton solutions, we assume gj = g
(j)
0 (1 + χg
(j)
1 + χ
2g
(j)
2 + · · · ) (j = 1, 2) and
f = 1 +χf1 +χ
2f2 + · · · where g(j)k (k = 1, 2, · · · ) are complex functions and fk are real functions. Substituting
these forms into (35) and collecting the coefficients of χ0, yields g
(j)
0 = τje
iψj , ψj = kjy − λkj s + ψ
(0)
j with
λ = 12 (|τ2|2 − |τ1|2), in which kj , ψ(0)j are real constants and τj are complex constants.
Eliminating g
(j)
0 , we still use gj substituting gj for convenience. Then the bilinear equation(35) can be rewritten
as
(DsDy − ikjDs + iλ
kj
Dy)f · gj = 0,
(D2s − λ)f · f =
1
2
(|τ1g1|2 − |τ2g2|2), (50)
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where gj = 1 + χg
(j)
1 + χ
2g
(j)
2 + · · ·. Then the equation (50) admits the solutions
g
(j)
1 = Z
(j)
1 e
η1 , f1 = e
η1 , η1 = P1y − Ω1s+ η(0)1 , (51)
in which P1, Ω1, and η
(0)
1 are real constants and Z
(j)
1 are complex constants. Collecting the coefficients of χ1
from (50), we have
Z
(j)
1 =
−P1Ω1 + i(kjΩ1 + λkj P1)
P1Ω1 + i(kjΩ1 +
λ
kj
P1)
(j = 1, 2), (52)
where
|τ2|2
(P1Ω1)2 + (k2Ω1 +
λ
k2
P1)2
− |τ1|
2
(P1Ω1)2 + (k1Ω1 +
λ
k1
P1)2
=
1
P 21
. (53)
It’s obvious that |Z(j)1 | = 1 and g(j)k = fk = 0, (j = 1, 2, k = 2, 3, · · · ). Thus the one dark soliton solution is
written as
qj =
1
2
τje
iψj [(1 + Z
(j)
1 )− (1− Z(j)1 ) tanh(
η1
2
)], (54)
x = λ(y + s) +
2Ω1e
η1
1 + eη1
, t = −s. (55)
To analyze the dynamics of the one-soliton solution for the Eq.(7), we should know the term ∂x/∂y. Although
it is difficult to classify the types of soliton like the bright soliton because the parameters P1 and Ω1 can not
be determined independently, we can solve Ω1, P1 in the special case kj = k(j = 1, 2). Letting Z
(j)
1 = e
2iθ1 , it
follows that
Ω1 =
√
2λ sin θ1, P1 =
2k2 sin θ1
2k cos θ1 −
√
2λ
. (56)
Since
∂x
∂y
=
λ+ (2λ+ 4
√
2λk2 sin2 θ1
2k cos θ1−
√
2λ
)eη1 + λe2η1
(1 + eη1)2
, (57)
we classify this one-dark soliton solution as follows:
(i) when
√
2λ− 2k cos θ1 < 0, or
√
2λ− 2k cos θ1 > 0 and 41 > 0, where 41 = λ−
√
2λk cos θ1− 2k2 sin2 θ1 the
single-dark soliton solution is always smooth. An example is illustrated in Fig. 11(b1).
(ii) when
√
2λ − 2k cos θ1 > 0 and 41 = 0, then the ∂x/∂y attains zero at only one point, which leads to a
cusponed dark soliton as displayed in Fig. 11(b2).
(iii) when
√
2λ− 2k cos θ1 > and 41 < 0, then the ∂x/∂y attains zero at two point, which leads to a loop dark
soliton as displayed in Fig. 11(b3).
To construct the two dark-dark soliton solution, we assume
g
(j)
1 = γ
(j)
1 e
η1 + γ
(j)
2 e
η2 , f1 = e
η1 + eη2 , (58)
g
(j)
2 = γ
(j)
1 γ
(j)
2 νe
η1+η2 , f2 = νe
η1+η2 ,
ηj = Pjy − Ωjs+ η(0)j , (j = 1, 2).
Substituting (58) into (50) and collecting the terms with the same power of χ, we have
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Fig. 11: One dark soliton to the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation: (a) 3D plot. (b) profiles
of |q| at t = -4(blue solid line); t = 4(magenta dashed line). (a1)-(b1) smooth soliton with τ1 = 1.3, τ2 = 2,
k = 1, θ1 =
pi
6
, η
(0)
1 = 0, (a2)-(b2) cuspon soliton with τ1 = 3, τ2 = 5, k = 2, θ1 =
pi
2
, η
(0)
1 = 0, (a3)-(b3) loop soliton
with τ1 = 1, τ2 = 2, k = 1, θ1 =
pi
4
, η
(0)
1 = 0.
γ
(j)
l =
−PlΩl + i(kjΩl + λkj Pl)
PlΩl + i(kjΩl +
λ
kj
Pl)
, (j, l = 1, 2) (59)
ν =
P1P2Ω1Ω2(P1 − P2)(Ω2 − Ω1) + λ(P2Ω1 − P1Ω2)2
−P1P2Ω1Ω2(P1 + P2)(Ω1 + Ω2) + λ(P2Ω1 − P1Ω2)2 , (60)
where Pj and Ωj satisfy
|τ2|2
(PjΩj)2 + (k2Ωj +
λ
k2
Pj)2
− |τ1|
2
(PjΩj)2 + (k1Ωj +
λ
k1
Pj)2
=
1
P 2j
(j = 1, 2). (61)
Then we get the dark-dark soliton solutions for Eq.(7)
qj = τje
i(kjy− λkj s) 1 + γ
(j)
1 e
η1 + γ
(j)
2 e
η2 + γ
(j)
1 γ
(j)
2 νe
η1+η2
1 + eη1 + eη2 + νeη1+η2
, (j = 1, 2) (62)
x = λ(y + s) + 2
Ω1e
η1 + Ω2e
η2 + (Ω1 + Ω2)νe
η1+η2
1 + eη1 + eη2 + νeη1+η2
, t = −s. (63)
To show that the solution indeed gives a dark-dark soliton for Eq.(7), we consider its asymptotic behavior. We
assume P1R, P2R,Ω1R,Ω2R > 0,
P1R
P2R
> Ω1RΩ2R without loss of generality. Then we discuss the following two cases:
(i) when the wave-η1R is fixed, η2R =
P2R
P1R
η1R− (Ω2R− P2RP1R Ω1R)s. When t→ ±∞, we have η2R → ±∞ for soliton
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Fig. 12: Evolution plot of two dark-dark soliton solution for(58) with parameters η(0)1 = η
(0)
2 = 0. (a1)-(b1)
parameters τ1 =
1
2
, τ2 = 1, k1 = 1, k2 =
√
2, P1 = 1, P2 =
1
2
,Ω1 ≈ 0.35960053,Ω2 ≈ −0.21633656, (a2)-(b2)
parameters τ1 =
√
3 − i, τ2 =
√
5 + 2i, k1 = 1, k2 = 2, P1 = 2, P2 = 1,Ω1 ≈ −2.18581909,Ω2 ≈ −1.35443428,
(a3)-(b3) parameters τ1 = 1 +
√
2i, τ2 = 1−
√
3i, k1 = 1, k2 = 1, P1 = 2, P2 = 5,Ω1 ≈ −0.58595167,Ω2 ≈ 0.90979099.
1. (ii) When the wave-η2R is fixed, η1R =
P1R
P2R
η2R − (Ω1R − P1RP2R Ω2R)s. When t→ ±∞, η1R → ∓∞ for soliton 2.
This leads to the following asymptotic forms for two-soliton solution under the reciprocal transformation(63).
(i)Soliton 1:(the wave-η1R is fixed, η2R → ∓∞),
qj ∼

1
2
τje
iψj [(1 + γ
(j)
1 )− (1− γ(j)1 ) tanh(
η1
2
)] (t→ −∞),
1
2
τjγ
(j)
2 e
iψj [(1 + γ
(j)
1 )− (1− γ(j)1 ) tanh(
η1
2
+ η10)] (t→ +∞),
(64)
(ii)Soliton 2:(the wave-η2R is fixed,, η1R → ±∞),
qj ∼

1
2
τjγ
(j)
1 e
iψj [(1 + γ
(j)
2 )− (1− γ(j)2 ) tanh(
η2
2
+ η10)] (t→ −∞),
1
2
τje
iψj [(1 + γ
(j)
2 )− (1− γ(j)2 ) tanh(
η2
2
)] (t→ +∞).
(65)
Remark 3: From the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the two dark-dark solitons, we can see that
the interaction of the two solitons are elastic. The collision processes between smooth-smooth dark solitons,
smooth-cuspon dark solitons and smooth-loop dark solitons are illustrated in Fig.11(a1-a3), respectively. When
a smooth dark soliton interacts with a cuspon dark soliton, the singularity of the cuspon dark soliton still
maintains as observed in Fig.12(a2-b2) and Fig.12(a3-b3), which is different from the interaction of the dark
soliton of defocusing CSP equation [22].
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Especially, when kj = k(j = 1, 2, · · ·N), the explicit N-dark soliton solutions for Eq.(7) can be written as
q1,N = τ1e
i(ky−λk s)
∑
µ=0,1 e
∑n
j=1 µj(ηj+2iθj) +
∑n
1≤j<l µjµlAjl∑
µ=0,1 e
∑n
j=1 µjηj +
∑n
1≤j<l µjµlAjl
, (66)
q2,N = τ2e
i(ky−λk s)
∑
µ=0,1 e
∑n
j=1 µj(ηj+2iθj) +
∑n
1≤j<l µjµlAjl∑
µ=0,1 e
∑n
j=1 µjηj +
∑n
1≤j<l µjµlAjl
,
where
ηj = Pjy − Ωjs+ η(0)j , eAjl =
(
sin
θj−θl
l
sin
θj+θl
l
)2
,
Ωj =
√
|τ2|2 − |τ1|2 sin θj , Pj = 2k
2 sin θj
2k cos θj −
√|τ2|2 − |τ1|2 , (67)
x = λ(y + s)− 2[ln(
∑
µ=0,1
e
∑n
j=1 µjηj +
n∑
1≤j<l
µjµlAjl)]s, t = −s.
4 Breather and rogue wave solutions
4.1 Breather solution
We know the breather soliton solution can be derived from dark-dark soliton solution. In this section, we
will give the breather soliton to Eq.(7) from Eq.(62). We assume Ωj , η
(0)
j are complex and kj (j = 1, 2) are still
real constants, and set η2 = η
∗
1 = η and φ2 = φ
∗
1 ± pi, ϕ2 = ϕ∗1 ± pi. φ1 = φR + iφI , ϕ1 = ϕR + iϕI . Then q1, q2
can be rewritten as
q1 = τ1e
i(ψ1+2φR)
√
ν cosh(ηR + 2iφR + σ) + cos(ηI + 2iφI)√
ν cosh(ηR + σ) + cos ηI
,
q2 = τ2e
i(ψ2+2ϕR)
√
ν cosh(ηR + 2iϕR + σ) + cos (ηI + 2iϕI)√
ν cosh(ηR + σ) + cos ηI
, (68)
x = λ(y + s) +
2
√
ν sinh(ηR + σ)− ΩI sin ηI√
ν cosh(ηR + σ) + cos ηI
, t = −s.
where η = ηR + iηI , P1 = PR + iPI ,Ω1 = ΩR + iΩI , ηR = PRy − ΩRs + η(0)R , ηI = PIy − ΩIs + η(0)I , σ = 12 ln ν,
φR = ln |γ(1)1 |, φI = arg(γ(1)1 ), ϕR = ln |γ(2)1 |, ϕI = arg(γ(2)1 ), where P1,Ω1 and ν satisfy
λ =
|τ2|2 − |τ1|2
2
, γ
(j)
1 =
−P1Ω1 + i(kjΩ1 + λkj P1)
P1Ω1 + i(kjΩ1 +
λ
kj
P1)
, (j = 1, 2),
ν =
−PIΩI |P1Ω1|2 + λ(PRΩI − PIΩR)2
PRΩR|P1Ω1|2 + λ(PRΩI − PIΩR)2 , (69)
1
P 21
=
|τ2|2
(P1Ω1)2 + (k2Ω1 +
λ
k2
P1)2
− |τ1|
2
(P1Ω1)2 + (k1Ω1 +
λ
k1
P1)2
. (70)
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Fig. 13: Evolution breathers for Eq.(7). (a1)-(b1)Smooth breather with parameters τ1 = 3, τ2 = 2, k1 = 1, k2 =
2, P1 = 1 +
√
3i,Ω1 ≈ 1.54849728 − 5.02607499i, η(0) = 0, (a2)-(b2)Breather withparameters τ1 = 5, τ2 = 4, k1 =
1
2
, k2 =
1
4
, P1 = 2−i,Ω1 ≈ 1.43479848−9.30893675i, η(0) = 0, (a3)-(b3)loop breather with parameters τ1 = 1+2i, τ2 =
1, k1 =
1
2
, k2 =
1
4
, P1 = 1 + i,Ω1 ≈ 1.60552879− 5.39497000i, η(0) = 0.
Especially, when kj = k(j = 1, 2), we rewrite q1, q2 as
q1 = τ1e
i(ψ+2θR)
√
ν cosh(ηR + 2iθR + σ) + cos(ηI + 2iθI)√
ν cosh(ηR + σ) + cos ηI
,
q2 = τ2e
i(ψ+2θR)
√
ν cosh(ηR + 2iθR + σ) + cos (ηI + 2iθI)√
ν cosh(ηR + σ) + cos ηI
, (71)
x = λ(y + s) +
2
√
ν sinh(ηR + σ)− ΩI sin ηI√
ν cosh(ηR + σ) + cos ηI
, t = −s, (72)
where
∆ =
√
|τ1|2 − |τ2|2, ν = cosh
2 θI
cos2 θR
,
ΩR = −∆ cos θR sinh θI, ΩI = ∆ sin θR cosh θI,
PR =
2k2 cos θR(2k sin θR −∆ sinh θI)
(∆ + 2k sin θR sinh θI)2 + (2k cos θR cosh θI)2
, (73)
PI =
2k2 cosh θI(∆ sin θR + 2k sinh θI)
(∆ + 2k sin θR sinh θI)2 + (2k cos θR cosh θI)2
.
Remark 4: Fig.13 illustrates the 2D plots of the breather soliton solution(68) at time t = 0. From the Figs.14(a)
and 14(b), we observe that due to the hodograph transformation(72), when θ1R = 0 or θ1I = 0, the Akhmediev
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Fig. 14: 3D and contour plots of the breather soliton for the Eq.(7) with parameter k = 1, η(0) = 0. (a1) parameter
with τ1 = 1.4, τ2 = 1, θR = 0, θI =
1
2
, (a2) parameter with τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1, θR = 1, θI = 0, (a3) parameter with
τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1, θR = 1, θI = 1
breather and Ma breather are no longer existence which is different from the GCNLS [33].
4.2 Rogue wave soliton solutions
The rogue wave appeared in the nonlinear system has been widely studied [35–40]. In order to construct the
rogue wave solution to coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation(7), we consider the breather
solution (68). Let P1 = ε and ε is a complex small parameter. From the expression(70), we have Ω1 = ω1ε+o(ε),
where ω1 satisfies
|k2τ2|2(λ+ ω1k21)2 − (λ+ ω1k22)2(|k1τ1|2 + (λ+ ω1k21)2) = 0 (74)
If η
(0)
1 = ipi, then η1 = ε(x− ω1t) + ipi + o(ε2), and
γ
(j)
1 = 1 +
2ikjω1ε
λ+ k2jω1
− 2(kjω1)
2ε2
(λ+ k2jω1)
2
+O(ε2),
γ
(j)
2 = 1 +
2ikjω
∗
1ε
∗
λ+ k2jω
∗
1
− 2(kjω
∗
1)
2ε∗2
(λ+ k2jω
∗
1)
2
+O(ε∗2),
ν = 1 +
2(ω1 + ω
∗
1)|ω1|2|ε|2
λ(ω1 − ω∗1)2
+O(ε2, ε∗2, |ε|2).
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(a1) (a2)
(b1) (b2)
Fig. 15: Rogue wave for Eq.(7) with the contour line drawn at the bottom of the figure. (a1)-(b1) q1 is a bright rogue
wave. q2 is a dark rogue wave with parameter τ1 = 3, τ2 = 2, k1 = 1, k2 = 2, ω1 ≈ 2.60485 + 2.95036i. (a2)-(b2) q1
and q2 are four-petals rogue wave with parameter τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1, k1 =
2
3
, k2 = 1, ω1 ≈ 3.479849− 2.95036i.
We thus have,
f =(|y − ω1s|2 + 2(ω1 + ω
∗
1)|ω1|2
λ(ω1 − ω∗1)2
)|ε|2 +O(ε2, ε∗2, |ε|2),
gj =(|y − ω1s|2 + 2(ω1 + ω
∗
1)|ω1|2
λ(ω1 − ω∗1)2
+
2ikjω1(y − ω∗1s)
λ+ k2jω1
+
2ikjω
∗
1(y − ω1s)
λ+ k2jω
∗
1
(75)
− 4k
2
j |ω1|2
|λ+ k2jω1|2
) +O(ε2, ε∗2, |ε|2), (j = 1, 2).
Taking the limit ε→ 0, and letting ω1 = µ+ iυ, the rogue wave is written as
qj = τje
iψj (1 + 4
L
M
), (76)
where
L = λ(kjυ)
2(µ2 + υ2)− iλkjυ2((λµ+ k2j (µ2 + υ2))(y − µs) + λυ2s),
M = (λ2 + 2λµk2j + k
4
j (µ
2 + υ2))(µ3 + υ2(µ− λ(y − sµ)2)− λυ4s2),
x = λ(y + s)− 4υ
2((µ2 + υ2)s− µy)
υ2(λ(y − µs)2 − µ) + λυ4s2 , t = −s(j = 1, 2).
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the real number µ, υ can still be determined by ω1 from(74).
λ4 + (λk2)
2(2λµ+ (µ2 − υ2)k22 − |τ2|2) + k21(λ2(2λµ+ |τ1|2) + k42(2λµ(µ2 − 3υ2) + (µ2 − υ2)|τ1|2)
+ 2λk22(2λ(µ
2 − υ2) + µ(|τ1|2 − |τ2|2))) + k41(λ2(µ2 − υ2) + k42(µ4 − 6µ2υ2 + υ4)
+ k22(2λµ(µ
2 − 3υ2) + (υ2 − µ2)|τ2|2)) = 0,
2υ(λ2k22(λ+ µk
2
2) + k
2
1(λ
3 + k42(3λµ
2 − λυ2 + µ|τ1|2) + λk22(4λµ+ |τ1|2 − |τ2|2))
+ k41(λ
2µ+ 2µk42(µ
2 − υ2) + k22(3λµ2 − λυ2 − µ|τ2|2))) = 0.
The analytical expression of the rogue wave is given with six parameters. Through the direct calculation,
we can find that there exist four extreme points. The amplitude of the central point is
|qj(0, 0)|2 = |τj |2
(λ2µ+ 2λk2j (µ
2 + 2υ2) + µk4j (µ
2 + υ2))2
µ2(λ2 + 2λµk2j + k
4
j (µ
2 + υ2))2
, (j = 1, 2).
We ignore the analysis of the other extreme points as the formulas are tedious and complicated. The bright
rogue wave and dark rogue wave are described in Fig.15(a1)and Fig.15(b1) respectively and the four-petal
rogue wave is also received in Fig.15(a2)-(b2). It should be remark here that the dark rogue wave has not been
reported in the short pulse equation.
To analyze the dynamics of the rogue wave solution for the Eq.(7), we need to solve the relation between
(a1) (a2) (a3)
(b1) (b2) (b3)
Fig. 16: Rogue wave for Eq.(7) with 2D and 3D plots, (a1)-(c1) smooth rogue wave soliton with parameter τ1 =
2
√
5, τ2 =
√
7, k = 1, (a2)-(c2) cusponed rogue wave soliton with parameter τ1 = 4, τ2 = 2, k = 1, (a3)-(c3) loop rogue
wave soliton with parameter τ1 =
√
5, τ2 =
√
2, k = 1.
(x, t) and (y, s). It is not possible in general to give such a relation because of too many parameters involved.
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However, we can obtain the relation for the reduced case. By some tedious calculations, the single rogue wave
solution can be constructed from the formular (71)-(73) by using the technique [33]
q1 = τ1e
iθ(1− 4 L
M
), q2 = τ2e
iθ(1− 4 L
M
),
M = (|τ1|2 − |τ2|2)2s2 + 4k2(1 + k2y2) + (|τ1|2 − |τ2|2)(4k2s(s− y) + 1),
L = 4k2(1− iky) + (|τ1|2 − |τ2|2), (77)
x =
|τ2|2 − |τ1|2
2
(y + s)− 4 2k
2(2s− y) + (|τ1|2 − |τ2|2)s
(|τ1|2 − |τ2|2)s2 + 4k2(1 + k2y2)/(|τ1|2 − |τ2|2) + 4k2s(s− y) + 1 , t = −s.
which is nothing but a rogue wave solution of Eq.(7). We emphasize that the restriction |τ1| > |τ2| in (77)
provides the rogue wave solution of the Eq.(7) which is localized in both space and time. A typical evolution of
the rogue wave is shown in Fig.16. The peak of the rogue wave (77) at point (x, t) = (0, 0) is
|q1| = 3|τ1|, |q2| = 3|τ2|, (78)
where the hole of the rogue wave (77) at point (x, t) = (±
√
3
|τ1|2−|τ2|2 ,± 3
√
3
2
√|τ1|2 − |τ2|2) is zero. It is
interesting to analyze the role of the parameter k in the rogue wave solution as well. When we increase the
value of k, the width of the profile increases. Further, if |τ1|2 − |τ2|2 > 12k2 , one can obtain the smooth
rogue wave solution (Figs.16(a1)); If |τ1|2 − |τ2|2 = 12k2, one obtains the cuspon rogue wave (Figs.16(a2)); If
|τ1|2 − |τ2|2 < 12k2, one can obtain the loop rogue wave (Figs.16(a3)).
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we focus our attention on the coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation(7). By
using the Hirota bilinear technique [34], the bright-bright, bright-dark, dark-dark soliton solutions, breather and
rogue wave solution for the Eq.(7) are constructed. It has been shown that all these solitons have three shapes:
smooth, cuspon, and loop soliton. The dynamics and asymptotic behavior of the solitons are analyzed. The
interaction of the two bright-bright solitons undergo energy exchanged collision depending on the choices of the
parameters. However, the interactions of bright-dark and dark-dark solitons are elastic. We have shown that the
coupled focusing-defocusing complex short pulse equation admits the dark-dark soliton. Starting from the dark-
dark soliton solution, we find two kinds of solutions: breather and rogue wave. The breather can be expressed
as trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. The first order rational rogue wave solution is received by resorting
to the Taylor series expansion coefficients. To the best of our knowledge, the dark rogue wave is found for the
first time and deserves a further investigation. We have seen that there exist some difference of the property of
solution between coupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations [25–33] and the coupled focusing-defocusing complex
short pulse equation (7).
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